
Display Racks in Phone Stores

Display racks are a new hit today in the retail world. That is primarily because of the
multiple benefits they offer. These racks display items such that they minimize the floor
space the items occupy while also displaying them in a manner that the customer finds
attractive.  Also, they are cheap and available in a variety of material and sizes because of
which they can meet the needs of a large section of users.

These display racks just like anywhere else are fit to be used in the phone stores as
well. In the phone stores, these display racks can be used for various purposes like phone
display racks, phone case display rack, or phone accessories display rack, etc.

Why should you use these display racks in your phone store?

By using these phone display racks it becomes easier for the customers to explore the
products. They can easily notice and compare the various characteristics of the phone like its
shape, size or model without touching the phones which reduces the chances of an
unfortunate accident. Also, no personal contact with the phone screens will also protect the
phone for receiving any handprints or any kind of stains and hence reduces the labor of daily
cleaning the phones. Moreover, these phone display racks provide a safe and secure
condition to showcase phones which is very important.

Another reason because of which it becomes comparatively difficult for the phone
stores to function without the phone display racks is phone accessories. Phone stores often
sell various phone accessories along with mobile phones. These accessories include items
like phone film, tempered glass, phone case, headphones, earphones, etc. If a phone store
sells such items then it usually means that they will keep many models and makes of them
so as to provide purchasers with a variety of options. Now, if phone accessories display racks
are not used for this purpose then your store will probably start looking like a dumping yard
with all the stuff covering most of your floor space. Hence using phone accessories display
racks are recommended. Also, using these racks will reduce the chances of such items
getting misplaced.

Our Display stands exactly fulfil all above qualities and make sure that your products

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/OEM-Metal-floor-standing-rotating-display-rack-for-phone-accessories.html
https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/Customized-acrylic-phone-charger-accessories-display-stand-with-RGB-LED-light.html


are exposed to the maximum eyes. Following are the salient features

●Ability to showcase maximum products in minimum space for best efficiency.

●Visibility from the distance ensures that the customer recognise the product very
easily.

●The display cases are equipped with the security features so that the products are
safely placed with the fear of falling.

So if you own a phone store and are looking for one of these phone display racks so as
to ensure the smooth functioning of your store then you can contact us. We can offer you
various kinds of phone display racks like spinning phone display racks, phone display
cabinets, floor phone case display racks as per your suitability. These display racks will offer
you an organized and clean working space.

Product Description
Product Type mobile phone display stand manufacturer
Product Name New design acrylic countertop mobile phone display stand with charger
Model No. DT-AC1
Size 261x220x350mm or customized
Main material Acrylic
Color White,Black,Red,Etc.
MOQ 100PCS
Thickness 2~5mm
Sample time 7~12Days
Production time 25~30 Days
Surface Finished Powder Coating/Painting/Chrome
Process cut-bend-shape-polish-painting-packing
Delivery Terms EXW,FOB,CIF

Payment Terms T/T:30% Deposit+70% Balance before shipment, PayPal, Western union or
negotiable



Packing
Wrap by plastic film for waterproof
12KG 20MM EPS foam for anti-drop
K=K Double layers brown carton suit for any shipment











Why Choose US

With more than 17 years striving,Detron display grew to be a experienced and skillful
crafter in POP industry who is your solution of any acrylic display with a full set of custom
made service and logistic standby.



If you have any question,welcome to Contact us.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/contact-us.html

